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Abstract
The Baiu front (BF) is generally formed in May in the western North Pacific. Using

26 objective analysis data from 1979 to 2014 (36 years), this study investigated the interannual
27 variability of Baiu frontal activity (BFA) in May (BFA-M). In May, seasonal enhancement of
28 warm and moist southerlies from the tropics climatologically establishes the BF as a large29 scale quasi-stationary front. The strength of the southerlies from the tropics also controls the
30 interannual variability of BFA-M. The anomalous large-scale circulation centered around
31 Taiwan, which can be interpreted as a moist Rossby wave from the equatorial Kelvin–Rossby
32 wave packet in the western tropical Pacific, modifies the strength of the southerlies. The
33 equatorial Kelvin–Rossby wave packet, which is identified as the equatorial intraseasonal
34 oscillation (ISO), propagates eastward from the Indian Ocean to the western Pacific.
35

The interannual variability of BFA-M has a biennial tendency, which stands in contrast

36 with the three-year or four-year variation period of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
37 The biennial tendency is characterized by a zonal tripole distribution of sea surface
38 temperature anomalies in the tropical Pacific, with corresponding anomalous Walker
39 circulations. The induced anomaly fields are suitable for confining the disintegration of the
40 equatorial Kelvin–Rossby wave packet in the western tropical Pacific and guiding the
41 following northwestward propagation of the moist Rossby wave. With the phase reversal of
42 ISO, the biennial tendency remains in the western part of the BF from May to mid-June,
43 although the ENSO controls the BFA in the central part of the BF in June. This study proposes
44 that the equatorial ISO in the Indian Ocean in April can be an indicator of BFA-M strength in
45 the western North Pacific.
46
47 Keywords: Baiu frontal activity in May, intraseasonal oscillation, biennial tendency, El
48 Niño/Southern Oscillation
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49 1. Introduction
50 The Meiyu/Baiu front is a subsystem of the East Asian summer monsoon, which yields a
51 rainy season in early summer in East Asia and the western North Pacific. As a large-scale
52 quasi-stationary front, the Meiyu/Baiu front is defined as a boundary between the northern
53 and southern air masses in East Asia and the western North Pacific (e.g., Tomita et al. 2011).
54 Because air masses are identified as having large-scale humidity and temperature
55 homogeneity, a thermodynamic parameter, i.e., equivalent potential temperature, can detect
56 the air mass boundary of the Meiyu/Baiu front (Tomita et al. 2011). The combination of the
57 four air masses in East Asia and the western North Pacific may further divide the Meiyu/Baiu
58 front in two by a meridian near 125°E, with the Meiyu front on the Asian continent and the
59 Baiu front (BF) in the western North Pacific. The former is featured by a meridional gradient
60 in humidity, whereas the latter is featured by a meridional temperature gradient. This study
61 investigates the Baiu frontal activity (BFA) in May (BFA-M) in the western North Pacific by
62 evaluating the precipitation rate in the BF.
63

The BF is usually established in May in the northwestern portion of the North Pacific

64 subtropical high (Okada and Yamazaki 2012) and migrates northward with the subseasonal
65 northward and westward expansion of this subtropical high until August (Murakami and
66 Matsumoto 1994; Wang and LinHo 2002). Through numerical model experiments, Yoshikane
67 et al. (2001) reported that large-scale thermal contrast between the ocean and the continent
68 transformed zonally uniform atmospheric conditions, making the BF substantial. Kodama
69 (1999) further found that the diabatic heating of tropical monsoons enhances the
70 northeastward extension of the BF in numerical model experiments. Sampe and Xie (2010)
71 demonstrated that westerly jet-induced horizontal temperature advection at 500 hPa
72 determines the climatological location of the BF in June and July. There are many studies on
73 the interannual variability of the BFA in June and July (e.g., Tanaka 1997; Tomita et al. 2004;
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74 Kosaka et al. 2011; Yamaura and Tomita 2011, 2014). Hereafter, we abbreviate Yamaura and
75 Tomita (2011, 2014) as YT11 and YT14, respectively.
76

However, our understanding of BFA in its formative stage of May remains insufficient.

77 In particular, there is a lack of understanding of the interannual variability of BFA-M and its
78 connectivity with June. Okada and Yamazaki (2012) documented the climatological
79 development of the BF in May and discussed the differences with its development in June,
80 focusing on the horizontal temperature advection at 500 hPa. They found that unlike in June,
81 in May the BF climatologically initiates with positive temperature advection from the south
82 rather than from the west. Lau et al. (1998) and Tong et al. (2009) further indicated that the
83 appearance of the BF in May coincides with the onset of the South China Sea (SCS) summer
84 monsoon (SCS-SM). Wang and Xu (1997) elaborated that the climatologically fixed
85 intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) determines the singularities of onset, breaks, and end of the
86 Asian summer monsoon, which includes the BFA. Chen et al. (2000) revealed that the BFA
87 had covariability with the monsoon trough zonally extending from the SCS to the western
88 tropical Pacific through meridional circulations forced by tropical ISO disturbances.
89

Based on these earlier studies, we can summarize several points of discussion on the

90 interannual variability of BFA-M as follows: (1) how anomalous environments modify the
91 BFA-M, (2) the covariability between interannual BFA-M variation and the modulation of
92 SCS-SM onset, and (3) the effects of ISO on the interannual BFA-M variation. Additionally,
93 Tomita et al. (2010) reported that interannual anomalies of BFA tend to alternate from May to
94 June, with anomalies in June able to remain until July due to effects of the El Niño/Southern
95 Oscillation (ENSO). After a warm ENSO event, BF precipitation in May tends to be smaller,
96 whereas precipitation in the following June and July is larger than usual. In addition to the
97 three points above, we may further need to assess this change of interannual anomalies from
98 May to June. YT14 already noted that the physical mechanisms in June and July are different,
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99 even if the polarity of the BFA anomalies remains unchanged from June to July after an
100 ENSO event. Thus, the purpose of this study is to investigate the four points above and
101 acquire a more comprehensive understanding of the interannual variability of BFA-M.
102

In the following Section 2, we provide an explanation of the data and methods used in

103 this study. Section 3 briefly discusses the climatological development of the BF in May.
104 Section 4 diagnoses the major factors controlling the interannual variability of BFA-M,
105 focusing on ISO activity. Section 5 examines the connectivity of interannual BFA anomalies
106 from May to June. Lastly, Section 6 provides a summary of this study as well as additional
107 discussions. In this study, we define the interannual anomaly as the difference of each month
108 or pentad from the climatological mean. Unless noted otherwise, seasons refer to seasons in
109 the Northern Hemisphere.
110
111 2. Data and methodology
112 This study uses three datasets: (1) the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
113 (Adler et al. 2003), (2) the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Re114 Analysis (ERA)-Interim (Dee et al. 2011), and (3) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) edited
115 by the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Liebmann and
116 Smith 1996). The physical variable of GPCP is precipitation rate, with a unit of mm day-1. The
117 dataset covers 1979–2014 (36 years) with monthly temporal resolution and five-day means,
118 the latter of which contains 73 pentads per year, and spatially covers the globe in a 2.5°
119 longitude × 2.5° latitude grid. This study uses the isobaric surface parameters of the ERA120 Interim dataset to examine large-scale atmospheric circulations and surface parameters such
121 as sea surface temperature (SST), 2-m temperature, and 10-m horizontal wind to diagnose
122 planetary boundary layer conditions. To equalize period and temporal resolution of the ERA123 Interim with those of the GPCP, the original six-hour interval was re-edited as monthly and
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124 pentad means for 1979–2014 (36 years). The ERA-Interim dataset covers the entire globe
125 with a horizontal resolution of 0.75° longitude × 0.75° latitude for 37 vertical pressure levels
126 ranging from the surface to 0.1 hPa. The NOAA interpolated OLR dataset was used to
127 examine ISO disturbances that are a major driver of tropical weather and climate (Madden
128 and Julian 1994; Lawrence and Webster 2002). This study used data from 1979 to 2014 (36
129 years) with daily intervals, which cover the entire globe with a 2.5° longitude × 2.5° latitude
130 resolution.
131

We investigated the persistence of interannual BFA anomalies using cluster analysis, in

132 which similarity among the interannual variations of sliding three-pentad means from early
133 May to late June was evaluated for the Baiu precipitation rate. The time window length, i.e.,
134 three pentads or half a month, was used to remove high-frequency noise caused by synoptic135 scale or smaller-scale disturbances. To measure the distance and evaluate the similarity, the
136 cluster analysis employed the Ward method based on the Euclidean geometrical distance. The
137 methodology is similar to that employed in YT14 except that the target period in YT14 was
138 from early June to late July. Thus, this study may extend their target period to the entire Baiu
139 season (i.e., early May to late July) to investigate the persistence of interannual BFA
140 anomalies. Based on the results of YT14, we may more comprehensively understand the
141 physical mechanisms involved in the interannual BFA anomalies at each stage of the entire
142 Baiu season and the connectivity of those anomalies.
143

This study further employed composite and regression techniques to extract anomaly

144 fields associated with the respective interannual BFA variations the cluster analysis identified.
145 The climatological mean to calculate the anomaly was estimated using 1979–2014 (36 years)
146 data. To isolate the ISO component, we applied a Lanczos band-pass filter (Duchon 1979) to
147 the daily-mean data of each year, with the frequency response function set to be 0.5 at both
148 ends of the 30–60–day periods. To highlight the biennial component, we also used a high-pass
6

149 filter, i.e., Xt− (Xt-1 + Xt+1)/2, where X indicates the value of a physical variable in a specific
150 year and t represents the year, which is termed a biennial filter in this study.
151
152 3. Climatology of the Baiu front in May
153 The BF climatologically forms in May, filling the blank between two ascending regions that
154 appear in April, i.e., southeastern China and to the southeast of Japan (Figs. 1a–b). The
155 increase in positive temperature advection at 500 hPa south of Japan induces a vertical
156 direction change from downward in April to upward in May in this region, which corresponds
157 to the seasonal development of warm moist southerlies from the tropics (Okada and Yamazaki
158 2012). BF convective activity is further enhanced during June, especially between 120°E and
159 140°E (Fig. 1c), with the increase in positive temperature advection due to westerlies at 500
160 hPa and the resultant increase of updrafts in the lower troposphere (Sampe and Xie 2010). We
161 can perceive a northward shift of the BF from May to June between 120°E and 140°E (Figs.
162 1b–c).
163

The seasonal development of BF is also identified in the climatological distributions of

164 May and June precipitation rates (Fig. 2). The thick solid contours in Figs. 2a–b indicate a
165 climatological monthly mean precipitation rate of 5 mm day−1, which can determine the
166 climatological distribution of BF near Japan in May and June. The shading and thin contours
167 in Figs. 2a–b represent the distributions of the mean precipitation rates and standard
168 deviations of interannual variation, respectively. Vectors exhibit vertically (1,000–300 hPa)
169 integrated water vapor fluxes (WVFs) that represent horizontal winds in the lower
170 troposphere. The rectangle (125°–145°E, 20°–42.5°N) in each panel of Figs. 2a–b captures a
171 core of the BF where the vertical flow changes from downward to upward in late spring (Figs.
172 1a–b). In this region, the northward shift of the BF occurs from May to June (Figs. 1b–c), and
173 the interannual variation is large in both May and June (Figs. 2a–b). Figure 2c specifically
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174 shows that the BF moves northward from May to June between 125°E and 145°E with the
175 modification of meridional circulation cells from the equator to 40°N. This study identifies
176 the interannual variability of BFA before this northward shift.
177

To examine the climatological meridional shift of BF more precisely, we examined the

178 time–latitude cross section of the pentad mean precipitation rates averaged from 125°E to
179 145°E (Fig. 3). The thick contours again indicate the precipitation rates of 5 mm day−1 and
180 identify the meridional range of the climatological BF near 30°N. The lowest latitude thick
181 contour determines the northern edge of the climatological intertropical convergence zone
182 (ITCZ) from 125°E to 145°E. The shading and thin contours in Fig. 3 are like those in Figs.
183 2a–b. The three thin vertical lines designate the first days of May, June, and July and serve as
184 monthly separations.
185

The BF climatologically develops on approximately May 10 near the Okinawa Islands

186 in the western North Pacific (Fig. 3; Okada and Yamazaki 2012). The BF first expands
187 southward at this time until late May, with the precipitation rate increasing to 8 mm day−1
188 (shade) and the interannual standard deviation increasing to 6 mm day−1 (thin contour). Just
189 before the appearance of the climatological BF, a disturbance with a large precipitation rate,
190 which appears to be a phase-locked convective ISO disturbance, is observed between the
191 equator and 10°N in early May. We will discuss the physical linkage between the appearances
192 of the BF and the equatorial disturbances to the south in Section 4.
193

Even in April, the precipitation rate increases to 5 mm day−1 near 30°N, which may

194 reflect the predominance of springtime mid-latitude cyclones. In fact, the large-scale frontal
195 structure does not appear in middle tropospheric temperature advection and lower196 tropospheric vertical motion fields near 30°N from 125°E to 145°E in April (Fig. 1a). In June,
197 the southern and northern edges of BF both move northward at a speed of 5°–10° month−1,
198 and the speed of the southern edge, i.e., ~10° month−1, is twice that of the northern edge, i.e.,
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199 ~5° month−1 (cf. Tomita et al. 2011). Therefore, the meridional width of the BF on June 1 (i.e.,
200 ~15°) narrows by approximately two-thirds (i.e., ~10°) by the end of June. We suggest that
201 such northward BF movement belongs to the systematic modification of meridional
202 circulation cells induced by the seasonal northward expansion of the ITCZ in the tropical
203 western North Pacific. It is worth noting that northward climatological movement of the BF is
204 gradual but not stepwise between 125°E and 145°E in June, despite northward expansion of
205 the ITCZ being slightly stepwise (Fig. 3, shade). The features of climatological BF
206 development in May and June may be summarized as follows: in May, the BF expands
207 southward with increases in the precipitation rate and, in June, it gradually moves northward
208 as it narrows.
209
210 4. Interannual variability of BFA-M and its controlling factors
211 In this section, we investigate the persistence of interannual BFA anomalies from May to June.
212 In other words, identifying the controlling factors and how an anomalous BFA is maintained
213 from May to June. To approach these issues, we first examine a cluster analysis dendrogram
214 that measures similarities in interannual variations of the sliding three-pentad means of the
215 Baiu precipitation rate, which are denoted by the boxes in Fig. 2 (Fig. 4). The temporal
216 window length of the three pentads (i.e., 15 days) was used to evaluate the interannual
217 variability in large-scale variations with periods longer than one week of the synoptic scale.
218 The sliding three-pentad means can retain similar interannual tendencies in two continuous
219 means as the two means have 10-day periods that overlap. In Fig. 4, the pentad numbers
220 derive from the center of three continuous pentads. Hereafter, the pentad number, which is
221 ordered from 1 to 73 in a year, is expressed by the combination of P and the number of the
222 pentad (e.g., P30), and the central date of the pentad is additionally shown to improve
223 understanding (e.g., May 28).
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224

A large discontinuity was detected between P30 (May 28) and P31 (June 2) in terms of

225 similarity in the interannual variability of the Baiu precipitation rate (Fig. 4). The two divided
226 clusters, i.e., P27 (May 13) to P30 (May 28) and P31 (June 2) to P35 (June 22), represent the
227 periods during which similar interannual tendencies continue in Baiu precipitation rates. In
228 this cluster analysis, we determined the beginning of the former period based on the timing of
229 southward BF expansion and increases in the Baiu precipitation rate (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, we
230 determined the end of the later period based on the findings of YT14, in which they found the
231 next discontinuity between P35 (June 22) and P36 (June 27). YT14 identified two physical
232 mechanisms in June and July, both of which were attributed to ENSO through different
233 processes. However, YT14 did not discuss the interannual variability of BFA-M and its
234 connectivity with that in June.
235

Figure 5 shows the interannual variations of the Baiu precipitation rate in the rectangle

236 region shown in Fig. 2 (Fig. 5a) and their power spectral densities (Figs. 5b–c), which were
237 estimated from the two time means from P27 (May 13) to P30 (May 28) (solid; IDX1) and
238 from P31 (June 2) to P35 (June 22) (dashed; IDX2). The former time series, i.e., IDX1,
239 represents the interannual variability of BFA-M, whereas the latter time series, i.e., IDX2,
240 indicates the interannual variation of the BFA in June. The correlation coefficient between
241 IDX1 and IDX2 is 0.13, and the correlation is statistically insignificant. Additionally, the
242 dominant interannual periodicity differs between these time series, i.e., 2.5 years per cycle for
243 IDX1 in May (Fig. 5b) and 2.3 and 3.3 years per cycle for IDX2 in June (Fig. 5c). The
244 difference in dominant periodicity may explain the weak correlation, further suggesting that
245 the major forcing mechanisms differ between May and June. This study focuses on the
246 physical mechanisms in May because YT11 and YT14 have already examined the
247 mechanisms occurring in June. However, both IDX1 and IDX2 demonstrate an interdecadal
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248 modulation near 1994 (Fig. 5a), which yields a change from lower to higher frequencies. This
249 issue is a topic for future study.
250

Table 1 summarizes the correlations of IDX1 and IDX2 (Fig. 5) with several ENSO

251 indices in antecedent winter and spring, the ENSO Modoki (Ashok et al., 2007) in spring
252 (also called the central Pacific ENSO) (cf. Feng et al. 2015; Pang et al. 2016), and the indices
253 of BFA in June (YT11 and YT14). Additionally, we estimated the correlation with the
254 interannual variation of SCS-SM onset date, which was estimated using ERA-Interim data
255 through the definition of Wang et al. (2004). The ENSO Modoki index is characterized by a
256 tripole distribution of SST anomalies (SSTAs) in the tropical Pacific (Ashok et al. 2007), in
257 contrast with the seesaw-like dipole of ENSO (e.g., Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982).
258

IDX2 well represents interannual BFA variability in June. In fact, the correlations with

259 other BFA indices in June, i.e., the indices of Central Baiu in YT11 (0.82) and of Early Baiu
260 in YT14 (0.79), are quite strong (Table 1). Additionally, the interannual BFA variability in
261 June correlates with the ENSO indices. In particular, the correlation coefficients are
262 significantly positive for the antecedent winter indices, i.e., NINO1+2 (0.49) and NINO3
263 (0.42), in the eastern-central tropical Pacific (Table 1). In this study, we evaluated the
264 statistical significance using two tailed t-test, with the degree of freedom set to 34, and the
265 estimated correlation coefficients were ±0.34 at the 95% level. Negative correlations with
266 NINO West in antecedent winter (−0.23) and spring (−0.28) reflect the east-west seesaw-like
267 SSTA variation in the tropical Pacific occurring in the ENSO (Table 1). The correlations
268 between IDX2 and spring ENSO indices are generally weak, although similar positive and
269 negative correlation tendencies continue from winter to spring (Table 1). YT11 and YT14
270 attempted to understand the spatiotemporal details of interannual BFA variations in June and
271 July, and identified two controls of ENSO through the Pacific–East Asian teleconnection
272 (Wang et al. 2000) and the capacitor effect of the Indian Ocean (Xie et al. 2009).
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273

For May, IDX1 has significant correlations with indices of NINO4 in spring (-0.37), the

274 ENSO Modoki in spring (−0.50), and the Western Baiu in June (0.41, YT11), all of which are
275 statistically significant at the 95% level. Based on these significant correlations, we examine
276 the physical mechanisms and environmental conditions that control interannual variability of
277 IDX1 in May with connectivity to June. Additionally, we account for the correlation with the
278 interannual variation of SCS-SM onset day (−0.32; Wang et al. 2004), although this
279 correlation is slightly weak and not statistically significant at the 95% level. Paradoxically, we
280 may need to understand the reasons why IDX1 in May does not correlate with IDX2 in June,
281 the ENSO indices in the central-eastern tropical Pacific (NINO1+2 and NINO3), and the
282 major Baiu indices in June, i.e., the Early and Central Baiu (Fig. 5; Table 1).
283

Figure 6 shows anomaly fields for precipitation rate (contour) and vertically (1,000–300

284 hPa) integrated WVF (vector) associated with IDX1 and IDX2 (Fig. 5a). The interannual
285 anomalies in May (P27–30; Fig. 6a) are characterized by both an anomalous cyclonic
286 circulation centered near Taiwan and positive precipitation rate anomalies expanding
287 northeastward from the center, which reflect a stronger-than-usual BFA-M. Hereafter, this
288 anomalous cyclonic circulation is referred to as the control circulation of BFA-M (CCBM).
289 As part of CCBM, anomalous westerlies are observed in the central SCS, i.e., 100°–130°E
290 and 0°–15°N, and positive precipitation rate anomalies appear in the northern part of the
291 region containing westerly anomalies. These anomalies in the central SCS are probably
292 related to the onset of SCS-SM or indicate its active phase in May (Lau et al. 1998; Chen et al.
293 2000; Wang et al. 2004; Mao and Chan 2005). In fact, the climatological onset date of SCS294 SM is May 20, though this date can range from early May to early June (Wang et al., 2004;
295 Wang et al., 2018). We can observe specific zonal wind anomalies in the equatorial region in
296 May (Fig. 6a), i.e., westerlies in the eastern Indian Ocean and easterlies in the western Pacific.
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297

Interannual anomalies in June (P31–35; Fig. 6b) can be represented by anomalous

298 southwesterlies from the northern SCS to the western North Pacific and opposite anomalous
299 northeasterlies to the north that form an elliptical northeastward-extending cyclonic
300 circulation south of Japan. We observe positive Baiu precipitation rate anomalies in this
301 anomalous cyclonic circulation where warm and humid monsoon air converges. We can also
302 obtain negative precipitation rate and anticyclonic circulation anomalies surrounding the
303 Philippines. YT11 and YT14 reported on interannual BFA variability in June with a
304 meridional dipole structure of anomalous anticyclonic and cyclonic circulations like that
305 shown in Fig. 6b, and discussed the physical mechanisms following ENSO (Table 1).
306

Interannual variability of BFA-M correlates with the tripole SSTA pattern that appears

307 in the tropical Pacific in the preceding winter, which is similar to the pattern seen in ENSO
308 Modoki (Fig. 7a). In the tripole pattern, significant positive (negative) SSTAs appear in the
309 tropical western (central) Pacific, much like the La Niña Modoki SSTA field. Thus, when
310 SSTAs are positive in the Philippine Sea in the earlier winter, the BFA-M tends to be strong.
311 In contrast, when the interannual BFA anomalies in June are large, a dipole SSTA pattern
312 occurs in the tropical Pacific in the preceding winter (Fig. 7b), which corresponds to that of a
313 conventional El Niño (Table 1). The Baiu precipitation rate tends to be larger than usual in
314 June after an El Niño event (Tanaka 1997, among others). YT14 extensively described the
315 physical processes from the earlier winters of ENSO warm event to June in the Baiu season.
316 Interestingly, tropical Pacific SSTA distributions have a quadrature phase relationship
317 between Figs. 7a and 7b; i.e., the positive and negative SSTA maxima in Fig. 7a appear near
318 the zero lines between the large positive and negative SSTAs in Fig. 7b. This spatial
319 quadrature phase relationship further supports the insignificantly weak correlation between
320 IDX1 and IDX2 (0.13; Fig. 5a). Hereafter, we focus on the anomaly fields associated with the
321 interannual variability of BFA-M represented by IDX1 (Figs. 5a–b). We examine 1) the
13

322 formation of the CCBM in May (Fig. 6a), 2) the tripole SSTA pattern in the tropical Pacific
323 from the previous winter (Fig. 7a), and 3) their relationship.
324

We can identify the time development differences between the strong and weak cases

325 with the time–latitude cross sections of precipitation rate (contour) and a proxy of lower326 tropospheric horizontal winds (vector) (Figs. 8a and 8b), averaged from 125°E to 145°E in the
327 BFA-M core region (Fig. 2). These are similar to those for climatology shown in Fig. 3, but
328 with vertically (1,000–300 hPa) integrated WVF. These values are simply estimated from an
329 average of positive (Fig. 8a) or negative (Fig. 8b) years in the IDX1 time series (Fig. 5a).
330 Additionally, Fig. 8c shows the difference between the strong and weak cases.
331

For the strong BFA-M (Fig. 8a), the thick 5 mm day−1 contour indicates that the

332 southern boundary of the BF reaches 20°N by May 10, with an appearance of a precipitation
333 rate greater than 7 mm day−1 in the BF. We also see an increase in southerlies near the
334 southern BF boundary near 20°N. A transient precipitation event occurs from 0° to 10°N in
335 early May just before the southward expansion of BF. This equatorial precipitation event
336 remains for 10–15 days from the beginning of May, suggesting that the event is due to
337 convective ISO disturbances. In June, the BF gradually moves northward at approximately
338 10° month−1 as it narrows, during which time the ITCZ concurrently expands northward as it
339 intensifies. From early May to the middle of July, we find several stepwise northward shifts or
340 northward protrusions with the gradual northward expansion of the ITCZ.
341

For the weak BFA-M (Fig. 8b), the southward expansion of the BF in May is delayed by

342 approximately 15 days compared the strong case (Fig. 8a). Concurrently, the increase in
343 southerlies is also delayed near the southern boundary of the BF near 20°N. Around May 10, a
344 northward intrusion of small precipitation rates occurs near 25°N. The equatorial precipitation
345 event is weaker and delayed by approximately 5 days compared with the strong case (Fig. 8a).
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346 During the first half of July, the weak case precipitation rate (Fig. 8b) is greater than that in
347 the strong one (Fig. 8a) from the tropics to mid-latitude.
348

Figure 8c shows differences between the strong and weak cases (strong – weak). First,

349 the precipitation rate differences are temporarily large in May at 17°–32°N associated with the
350 strengthening of southerlies there. Second, a small anomalous precipitation event occurs in
351 the equatorial region in early May. Third, in June, a northward deflection of the BF is
352 identified in the strong case due to an anomalous meridional dipole in the precipitation rate
353 with a northern positive anomaly with westerlies and a southern negative anomaly at 20°–
354 37°N. Fourth, in the first half of July, the precipitation rate south of 42°N is generally smaller
355 in the strong case than in the weak case.
356

The development of the CCBM in May (Fig. 6a) can cause southward expansion of the

357 BF and strengthen southerlies to the south during May (Fig. 8). We examine growth and
358 decay of CCBM in more detail by applying a regression technique based on IDX1 (Fig. 5a) to
359 a weighted, i.e., (1, 2, 1)/4, three-pentad mean fields of precipitation rates and vertically
360 (1,000–300 hPa) integrated WVFs (Figs. 9 and 10). To extract components larger than the
361 synoptic scale, we used the weighted three-pentad mean. Figure 9 shows the growth stages of
362 CCBM. At around P25 (May 3; Fig. 9a), small southerly wind anomalies and small positive
363 precipitation rate anomalies appear south of Japan between 120°E and 140°E. There are no
364 prevailing westerly anomalies over the central SCS during this stage. Over the Indonesian
365 maritime continent, we identify the confluence of anomalous westerlies in the eastern Indian
366 Ocean and anomalous easterlies in the western Pacific.
367

By P26 (May 8; Fig. 9b), the anomalous southerlies are enhanced with an increase in

368 positive precipitation rate anomalies south of Japan. Concurrently, we observe the
369 enhancement of the North Pacific subtropical high and strengthening of the equatorial
370 confluence between 120°E and 140°E. The appearance of anomalous westerlies in the central
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371 SCS probably reflects an early onset of the SCS-SM (e.g., Wang et al., 2018). A similar
372 situation remains until P27 (May 13; Fig. 9c), with the formation of closed CCBM (Fig. 6a).
373 The positive precipitation rate anomalies then increase in the southern part of BF in May and
374 extend to the south (Fig. 8a). The CCBM persists until P28 (May 18; Fig. 9d), with
375 strengthening of the anomalous northeasterlies in the northwestern part of the BF while the
376 North Pacific subtropical high weakens.
377

Decay of the CCBM begins to occur around P29 (May 23; Fig. 10a), with an eastward

378 shift of the confluence of the anomalous equatorial zonal winds to 155°E. By P30 (May 28;
379 Fig. 10b), the CCBM is further weakened, with a decrease in positive Baiu precipitation rate
380 anomalies. By P31 (June 2; Fig. 10c) the anomalous westerlies become easterly wind
381 anomalies surrounding the Philippines, and an anomalous anticyclonic circulation is formed
382 southeast of Japan. Until P32 (June 7; Fig. 10d), the easterly wind anomalies surrounding the
383 Philippines strengthen, and this region with anomalous easterlies extends from the tropical
384 western Pacific to the Indochina Peninsula. The anomalous easterlies correspond to a break in
385 the SCS-SM. An additional anomalous anticyclonic circulation is formed around the Indian
386 subcontinent. Around P31–32 (June 2–7; Figs. 10c–d), anomalous easterlies prevail between
387 120°E and 160°E in the equatorial Pacific. The positive precipitation rate anomalies zonally
388 increase in the northern part of the anomalous anticyclonic circulation in the western North
389 Pacific (Fig. 10d), although the circulation direction is opposite that of the CCBM (compare
390 Figs. 10a and 10d). An anomalous meridional dipole in precipitation rates is observed in this
391 anomalous anticyclonic circulation, with positive anomalies appearing in the northern part
392 and negative anomalies occurring near the center (Fig. 10d). Figure 8c shows a similar
393 anomalous dipole in early June.
394

The lifetime of CCBM appears to have the same time scale as ISO. In fact, closed

395 CCBM circulation appears for approximately four pentads (20 days) from P27 to P30 (May
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396 13–28, using the middle days of pentads) (Figs. 9c–d and 10a–b). The anomalous southerlies
397 and positive precipitation rate anomalies south of Japan remain for approximately six pentads
398 (30 days) in May (Figs. 8c, 9, and 10a–b). We may further observe an ISO cycle with a period
399 of approximately 40 days in the differential precipitation rate anomalies between 20°N and
400 30°N from May 5 to June 15 (Fig. 8c). The positive precipitation rate anomalies and
401 anomalous zonal wind confluence in the western equatorial Pacific, which occur just before
402 the CCBM is established (Figs. 9a–c), are likely fundamental to CCBM formation.
403

To identify ISO signals at the equator, this study diagnoses equatorial (10°S–10°N)

404 longitude–time cross sections of the zonal wind anomalies at 850 hPa (U850), the
405 precipitation rate (Fig. 11a), the 30–60 day band-pass filtered OLR, and the vertical p-velocity
406 at 700 hPa (ω700) as representatives of convective activity (Fig. 11b). Positive precipitation
407 rate anomalies corresponding to anomalous latent heating are observed near the eastern edge
408 of the region with anomalous westerlies (Fig. 11a), which move eastward in a stepwise
409 fashion from April to May. In particular, a large stepwise eastward shift from 100°E to 130°E
410 is noticeable in late April. The positive precipitation rate anomalies stay in 130°–140°E for
411 half a month in early May. Then, the region with positive precipitation rate anomalies again
412 extends eastward in late May. In June, anomalous easterlies prevail throughout the entire
413 equatorial region from the Indian Ocean to the western Pacific following the period of
414 anomalous westerlies in May. We estimate a dominant intraseasonal periodicity of
415 approximately 45 days based on the appearance of negative U850 anomalies from 100°E to
416 120°E.
417

To discern convective disturbances of the equatorial ISO, we applied the Lanczos band-

418 pass filter (Duchon, 1979) with 30–60 day periods to OLR and ω700 (Fig. 11b). We observe
419 the smoothed eastward propagation of the equatorial ISO disturbances from the Indian Ocean
420 to the western Pacific, although the stepwise eastward shift is still noticeable near 110°E on
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421 May 1. The eastward propagation velocity, which was roughly estimated based on eastward
422 movement from 100°E in late April to 160°E in late May (Fig. 11b), is 60° per 30 days, i.e.,
423 approximately 3 m s−1. We performed this estimation based on the averaged fields when BFA424 M was strong, which may lead to a smaller speed than the estimation for a specific year, such
425 as 1998 (5 m s−1; Straub et al. 2006). Figure 11 shows that strong convective disturbances
426 within the equatorial ISO from late April to early May were followed by CCBM development
427 and a strong BFA-M. We thus identify the equatorial ISO disturbance appearing in late April
428 in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean as a BFA-M precursor.
429

In this study, we refine the spatiotemporal processes connecting the equatorial ISO to

430 CCBM formation and further strengthen the BFA-M by examining band-pass (30–60 days)
431 filtered anomalies of the OLR and vertically (1,000–300 hPa) integrated WVFs (Fig. 12). To
432 facilitate comparison with the results of previous studies, this work employed OLR instead of
433 precipitation rate. Considering the CCBM growth and decay discussed with Figs. 9 and 10,
434 the period of Fig. 11 was set from P25 (May 3) to P30 (May 28). Around P25 (May 3; Fig.
435 12a), we observe an anomalous zonal wind confluence centered in the SCS. In the Bay of
436 Bengal, the cyclonic circulation of an ISO appears with a stronger-than-usual convection.
437 Concurrently, we confirm an anomalous anticyclonic circulation south of Japan and a weaker438 than-usual convection in the northern SCS and the southeastern part of this anomalous
439 anticyclonic circulation.
440

By P26 (May 8; Fig. 12b), the confluence region moved eastward to 120°E with an

441 eastward extension of stronger-than-usual convection east of the Philippines. At this time,
442 anomalous southerlies prevailed to the north of this confluence region and then turned
443 northeastward at 20°–30°N in the western North Pacific. These southerly wind anomalies
444 affect the activation of BFA-M. In fact, we observe a zonally extending region with stronger445 than-usual convection just south of Japan. It is also suggested that SCS-SM onset occurred
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446 around this time because of anomalous westerlies with stronger-than-usual convection in the
447 southern SCS, although by definition SCS-SM onset requires additional conditions (Wang et
448 al 2004).
449

By P27 (May 13; Fig. 12c), the confluence region shifted farther eastward to 140°E and

450 the zonal band with stronger-than-usual convection extending near the equator moved
451 northward by approximately 5°. Meanwhile, the region with negative OLR anomalies
452 extended northeastward in the western North Pacific. It is notable that stronger-than-usual
453 convection locally developed east of Mindanao in the Philippines by this stage. Around P28
454 (May 18; Fig. 12d), we observe development of an anomalous large-scale cyclonic circulation,
455 i.e., CCBM, centered at (120°E, 20°N) near Taiwan. This development seems to be a Rossby456 type response to convective heating near Mindanao, which further enhances convective
457 activity around Luzon. Focusing on SCS-SM onset in May, Tong et al. (2009) and Wang et al.
458 (2018) have also discussed similar development processes.
459

The CCBM is weakened during P29–30 (May 23–28; Figs. 12e-f), when the region with

460 an anomalous zonal wind confluence further moves eastward or disappears. Concurrently,
461 convective activity east of the Philippines weakens and the region with stronger-than-usual
462 convection extends in the western equatorial Pacific. In the Indian Ocean, anomalous
463 easterlies prevail on the region with weaker-than-usual convection. During this period, we
464 observe an eastward shift of an anomalous zonal wind divergence from the Bay of Bengal to
465 the SCS. Thus, the ISO in May, which propagates eastward in the tropical Indian and Pacific
466 Oceans, forms the CCBM and strengthens BFA-M with southward expansion.
467

Several studies (e.g., Lau and Chan, 1986; Wang and Xie, 1997; Hsu and Weng, 2001)

468 have revealed that the coupled Kelvin–Rossby wave packet of the boreal summer ISO could
469 radiate the moist Rossby wave northwestward in the western tropical Pacific. However, these
470 studies have not investigated the interannual variability of BFA-M controlled by ISO activity
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471 in May that can modulate SCS-SM onset. In Section 5 we further discuss the connectivity of
472 interannual BFA anomalies from May to June, focusing on the development of anomalous
473 cyclonic and anticyclonic circulations south of Japan that are induced with equatorial ISO
474 disturbances in the western Pacific (Figs. 11 and 12).
475
476 5. Connectivity from May to June in interannual BFA variability
477 Interannual BFA variability in June is a spatiotemporal complex with three components
478 (YT11): (1) the biennial component in the western part, (2) the ENSO forcing component in
479 the central part, which has an approximately 4-year cycle period, and (3) the 6-year cycle
480 period component in the eastern part that is remotely forced by the summertime North
481 Atlantic Oscillation. YT11 further demonstrated that the anomalous anticyclonic circulation
482 that appeared south of Japan (see their Fig. 7a) forced the western biennial component of the
483 BFA in June. In this study, we hypothesize that this western biennial component in June is
484 connected with a counterpart in May through the ISO phase reversal in the western tropical
485 Pacific. In fact, between the IDX1 time series of May of this study (Fig. 5a) and YT11's
486 Western Baiu index of June, the correlation coefficient is large (0.41; Table 1) and is
487 statistically significant at the 95% level (±0.34, d.f. = 34). Additionally, both time series show
488 dominant biennial tendencies (Fig. 5b and YT11’s Fig. 3a). Thus, it would be reasonable to
489 hypothesize that a strong connectivity exists between the interannual variabilities of May and
490 of June through a common biennial tendency.
491

Figure 13 demonstrates a cross-verification of the connectivity between the interannual

492 variabilities of May and June. For the precipitation rate and vertically (1,000–300 hPa)
493 integrated WVF, Fig. 13a shows anomaly fields estimated from regression coefficients in June
494 (P31–35; June 2–22) lagged from the May IDX1 (Fig. 5a). In contrast, Fig. 13b displays the
495 anomaly fields in prior May (P27–30; May 13–28) regressed from the June Western Baiu
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496 index of YT11. In Fig. 13a, a region with significant positive precipitation rate anomalies
497 appears in the western part of the BF in June along with an anomalous anticyclonic
498 circulation to the southeast centered at 140°E, 28°N. These features are similar to those shown
499 in Fig. 10d. The negative precipitation rate anomalies in the region of 140°–170°E, 5°S–10°N
500 in the western Pacific imply that the convective ISO disturbances were weaker-than-usual in
501 this region. Previous studies have suggested that a Rossby-type response could induce such
502 anomalous circulation south of Japan (cf. Wang and Xie, 1997; Hsu and Weng, 2001). The
503 appearance of similar anomalous anticyclonic circulation was also reported in YT11 (see their
504 Fig. 7a).
505

YT11's Western Baiu index for June can reproduce the anomaly fields in May that are

506 associated with interannual BFA-M variability. Figure 13b displays anomaly fields similar to
507 those shown in Figs. 9c and 12c that is, anomalous southerlies in the Philippine Sea, positive
508 precipitation rate anomalies in the southern half of the BF in May (120°–140°E, 20°–32°N),
509 and anomalous westerlies (easterlies) in the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (western
510 equatorial Pacific). Thus, through the ISO phase reversal in the western tropical-subtropical
511 Pacific, interannual BFA-M anomalies are followed by anomalies associated with the
512 interannual variability of YT11’s Western Baiu index of June. Note that the ISO phase is
513 opposite between May and June in the western tropical-subtropical Pacific, but ISO
514 disturbances in both phases can strengthen the BFA in May and early June through anomalous
515 circulations with opposite directions (Figs. 10a and 10d). That is, the BFA in mid-May is
516 strengthened by anomalous southerlies, whereas the anomalous westerlies or southwesterlies
517 enhance the BFA in early June.
518

The BFA of June in the central part of the BF, which is represented by the Central Baiu

519 index in Table 1, demonstrates the outstanding interannual variability associated with ENSO
520 with a 3–4 year cycle period (YT11; Tomita et al., 2011; YT14; among others). The June
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521 IDX2 has a significantly large positive correlation with YT11's Central Baiu index for June
522 (0.82; Table 1). In fact, the preceding wintertime SSTAs associated with the June IDX2
523 extend like a typical pattern of warm ENSO events (Fig. 7b). In Fig. 14, we diagnose the
524 anomaly fields in May that precede those in June associated with IDX2 (Fig. 6b) and with
525 YT11's Central Baiu index for June, that is, the connectivity between May and June in the
526 interannual variability of BFA mainly related to ENSO. In other words, whether the
527 connectivity between the anomaly fields shown in Figs. 6a and 6b is strong.
528

In May, prior to the cases when the IDX2 of June is positively large (Fig. 6b), regions

529 with negative precipitation rate anomalies extend in the western equatorial Pacific and from
530 the Bay of Bengal to the Philippine Sea through the SCS (Fig. 14a). A similar distribution
531 made based on the YT11's Central Baiu index of June is also confirmed in Fig. 14b. This
532 similarity is ensured by a large positive correlation coefficient between them (0.82; Table 1).
533 The negative precipitation rate anomalies in the Philippine Sea may correspond to a weaker534 than-usual BFA-M in the southern part of the BF (cf. Fig. 2a). Tomita et al. (2010) reported
535 that anomalous Baiu precipitation rate tended to change polarity from May to June following
536 wintertime ENSO events. That is, the BFA-M tends to be weak after warm ENSO events,
537 whereas in the following June the BFA is stronger than usual in the central part of the BF. It is
538 conceivable that the connectivity between the anomaly fields shown in Figs. 6a and 6b is not
539 strong as supported by a weak correlation between the IDX1 of May and the IDX2 of June
540 (0.13; Fig. 5a).
541

Tomita and Yasunari (1996) and Tomita et al. (2004) revealed that significant signals of

542 tropical biennial oscillation in the ENSO/monsoon system tend to appear in and around the
543 western tropical Pacific. As a key process in the physical mechanisms, they proposed the
544 tropical-extratropical interaction predominant along the eastern edge of the Asian continent
545 from winter to spring. It is suggested that the tropical biennial oscillation may further control
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546 the biennial tendency in the springtime ISO activity. To identify the large-scale environment
547 associated with the biennial variability of the springtime ISO, we examined the seasonal mean
548 anomaly fields of March, April, and May (MAM) in the tropical Indian and Pacific Oceans
549 with respect to SST, zonal wind at 300 hPa (U300), vertical wind shear in zonal winds (U300
550 - U700, where U700 denotes zonal wind at 700 hPa), and WVF in the planetary boundary
551 layer (1,000–850 hPa) (Fig. 15). Because IDX1 has a predominant biennial tendency (Fig. 5b),
552 and to focus on its biennial variability, we applied a biennial filter prior to the composite
553 analysis. The seasonal mean anomalies of MAM were then estimated from the differential
554 anomalies based on ±0.5σ of the biennial IDX1 in May (positive – negative).
555

Figure 15a shows the anomaly fields of SST and planetary boundary layer WVF. In the

556 western tropical Pacific, significant negative SSTAs are distributed near the International Date
557 Line with a wedge shape, and positive SSTAs surround this region in a horseshoe pattern. The
558 positive SSTAs are statistically significant around (180°, 20°N) and in the Arafura and Coral
559 Seas that extend to the northeast of Australia. The distribution of SSTAs throughout the entire
560 tropical Pacific is characterized by a tripole pattern, i.e., positive, negative, and positive
561 SSTAs from the west, which resembles the pattern of the ENSO Modoki (Table 1; Ashok et
562 al., 2007). From Fig. 15a we estimate that equatorial SSTs largely decrease eastward in the
563 western tropical Pacific, which effectively disintegrates the equatorial Kelvin–Rossby wave
564 packet there (cf. Wang and Xie 1997). Additionally, SSTAs in the tropical Indian Ocean are
565 nearly zero.
566

Near-surface easterlies are anomalously prevailing in the western equatorial Pacific,

567 where SSTAs change the polarities from positive to negative from the west. A large-scale
568 divergence is then formed around (170°W, 0°) concurrently with the anomalous near-surface
569 westerlies in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The anomalous easterlies in the western equatorial
570 Pacific that traverse the SSTA isotherms induce lower-temperature advection from the east,
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571 which may further enhance near-surface static instability over positive SSTA regions. Because
572 the vectors are estimated from the flow of water vapor in the planetary boundary layer, the
573 anomalous easterlies may cause convective instability that induces the anomalous ascent of
574 Walker circulation near the Indonesian maritime continent. Lower-tropospheric static and
575 convective instabilities effectively reinforce the convective activity, including ISO
576 disturbances on the western edge of the equatorial Pacific, which is then followed by CCBM
577 formation (Figs. 6a, 9d, and 12d).
578

A moist Rossby wave, which separates from the equatorial Kelvin–Rossby wave packet

579 of well-organized ISO disturbances, tends to propagate northwestward in the region with an
580 easterly vertical shear (Xie and Wang 1996; Wang and Xie 1997; Jiang et al. 2004; Deng and
581 Li 2016). Figure 15b shows the horizontal wind anomalies at 300 hPa (UV300; vector) and
582 vertical differences in zonal winds between 700 and 300 hPa (U300 - U700; contour). A
583 region with anomalous westerly vertical shear appears in the western tropical Pacific, which is
584 probably formed by the enhanced Walker circulation with the La Niña Modoki (Ashok et al.,
585 2007). In fact, we observe anomalous easterlies (westerlies) in the lower (upper) troposphere
586 in the western tropical Pacific (Figs. 15a–b). The SSTA and anomalous westerly vertical shear
587 fields extending in the western tropical Pacific (Figs. 15a–b) are suitable for disintegrating the
588 equatorial Kelvin–Rossby wave packet there and for guiding the northwestward propagation
589 of the moist Rossby wave. Additionally, an anomalous region with significant westerlies and
590 westerly vertical shear appears along 25°N just south of the Tibetan Plateau.
591
592 6. Summary
593 The BF is climatologically formed in May in the western North Pacific and BFA-M has
594 specific interannual variability. This study investigated the characteristics and physical
595 processes of the interannual variability of BFA-M and discussed its connectivity with June. To
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596 approach these issues, objective ERA-Interim data from 1979 to 2014 (36 years) were
597 diagnosed. Additionally, we examined the NOAA OLR and GPCP precipitation rate datasets.
598 The diagnostic techniques used in this study were composite, regression, and correlation
599 analyses. A cluster analysis was also employed to diagnose connectivity between interannual
600 variabilities in May and June. To extract the ISO components and emphasize the biennial
601 tendency, this study used band-pass and high-pass filters considering the temporal resolution
602 of data (i.e., daily or yearly).
603

The BF is established in May in the western North Pacific when the large-scale updraft

604 is enhanced there. This is dynamically induced by positive temperature advection in the
605 middle troposphere with warm moist southerlies from the tropics (Fig. 1). In May, the BF first
606 widens southward and then moves northward while narrowing its north-south width during
607 June (Fig. 3). The seasonal development of local Hadley circulation leads to a northward shift
608 of the BF through the northwestward extension of the subtropical high in the western North
609 Pacific (Fig. 2). The BFA has a large interannual standard deviation in the region where Baiu
610 precipitation rate is climatologically large (Figs. 2 and 3).
611

Anomalous meridional winds in the eastern part of the CCBM centered at Taiwan

612 control the interannual variability of BFA-M (Figs. 6a, 9, 10, and 12). The CCBM is likely to
613 be forced as a moist Rossby wave that separated from the equatorial Kelvin–Rossby wave
614 packet in the western tropical Pacific, i.e., the springtime equatorial ISO that propagates
615 eastward from the Indian Ocean to the western Pacific (Wang and Xie, 1997; Hsu and Weng,
616 2001). The CCBM is also probably related to SCS-SM onset (Chan et al. 2002; Tong et al.
617 2009; Wang et al. 2018), although the observed correlation was somewhat weak (Table 1).
618 Tong et al. (2009) further identified that a mid-latitude front tends to move southward just
619 after SCS-SM onset, which may correspond to the reinforcement of BFA and southward
620 expansion of BF in May when the CCBM is anomalously enhanced. This suggests that ISO
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621 signals in the equatorial Indian Ocean in April can be a precursor to following CCBM
622 development and reinforcement of BFA-M (Fig. 11b).
623

In early June, almost opposite anomaly fields appear with the out-of-phase ISO in the

624 western tropical Pacific, inducing anomalous anticyclonic circulation south of Japan (Fig. 10).
625 The anomalous southwesterlies in the northwestern part of this anticyclonic circulation then
626 increase the precipitation rate in the western part of the BF (Fig. 10d). Interestingly, the
627 direction of anomalous large-scale circulation in the western North Pacific reverses between
628 May and early June, but a continuous increase of Baiu precipitation rate appears for the two
629 periods (Figs. 10a and 10d). The BFA-M can have a positive lag correlation with the early
630 June BFA evaluated by YT11 as the Western Baiu (Table 1); therefore, the BFA-M can be a
631 predictor of the western BFA in June.
632

The interannual modulation of May ISO activity in the western North Pacific is a key

633 for the biennial BFA-M tendency. To evaluate its interannual modulation, the associated
634 background springtime environment was investigated (Fig. 15). The SSTA distribution shows
635 a tripole pattern in the tropical Pacific similar to that of the ENSO Modoki (Table 1, Fig. 15a).
636 The anomalously forced Walker circulation can modify vertical zonal wind shear in the
637 western tropical Pacific (Fig. 15b). The zonal SSTA gradient and modified vertical zonal wind
638 shear in the western tropical Pacific are both favorable to confining the location of strong ISO
639 activity (Wang and Xie 1997). For example, in the winters of the La Niña Modoki, ISO
640 activity is very strong in the western tropical Pacific and around the Indonesian maritime
641 continent (Feng et al. 2015, Pang et al. 2016). In contrast, in El Niño winters, ISO activity
642 tends to be strong to the east of the International Date Line but weak around the Indonesian
643 maritime continent (Liu et al. 2016; Pang et al. 2016). These results are consistent with the
644 findings of this study, although the season differs. Such a background environment may
645 effectively confine May ISO activity to the tropical western North Pacific.
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646

Interannual modulations of the June and July BFA are predominantly ENSO-driven

647 (Tomita et al. 2010, YT11, YT14). The interannual BFA anomalies are forced with an
648 elliptical anomalous circulation extending along the BF to the south of Japan during these
649 months (Fig. 6b), and the anomalies are maintained during the two months with the same
650 polarity, with the polarity being opposite in May (Fig. 14; Tomita et al., 2010). The ENSO651 forced interannual BFA-M anomalies may be small and less organized than those forced by
652 the biennial ENSO Modoki with the modulation of springtime ISO activity (compare Figs. 6a
653 and 14a). Thus, the biennial component of the interannual BFA-M anomalies could be
654 dominant in May (Fig. 5a). The effects of biennial springtime ISO forcing can locally survive
655 in the western part of the BF in June (YT11) but disappear by July (YT14).
656

Lastly, we should note that two important questions remain. The first is what

657 mechanisms adjust the timing of the springtime ISO into May, and the second is why the
658 timing adjustment has a biennial tendency. Regarding the first question, Wang and Xie (1997)
659 suggested that the cycle period of boreal summer ISO could be determined by the westward
660 propagation of off-equatorial Rossby waves emanating from the tropical western North
661 Pacific. Therefore, the location where the off-equatorial Rossby waves of boreal summer ISO
662 were emanated may be a factor controlling the timing (cf. Fig. 15). Additionally, Wang and
663 Xu (1997) showed that SCS-SM onset, which sometimes occurs with springtime ISO
664 development (cf. Fig. 9d), certainly had a singularity around P28 (May 18). Regarding this
665 singularity, they speculated that it was determined by the nonlinear relationship of the
666 seasonal march of planetary-scale circulation systems with surface sensible heat flux of either
667 the Philippines or the Indonesian maritime continent. This study implies that this singularity is
668 not perfectly locked, but rather is unlocked biennially.
669

The physical mechanisms of the tropospheric biennial oscillation of the ENSO/monsoon

670 system have been studied by many researchers (e.g., Tomita and Yasunari 1996; Meehl 1997;
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671 Chang and Li 2000). Recently, Son et al. (2017) further demonstrated that the stratospheric
672 quasi-biennial oscillation could modulate the boreal winter ISO in the tropical Indian and
673 Pacific Oceans. For a more complete understanding of how the anomalous interannual
674 environment modulates springtime ISO activity in the tropical Indian and Pacific Oceans,
675 further study will be required to elucidate the more detailed physical mechanisms.
676
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Table 1
Correlation coefficients for the Baiu frontal activity (BFA) indices, i.e., IDX1 in May
(P27–30) and IDX2 in June (P31–35), with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) indices
of the area mean sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA) in NINO1+2 (0°–10°S, 90°–80°W),
NINO3 (5°N–5°S, 150°–90°W), NINO4 (5°N–5°S, 160°E–150°W), and NINO West (0°–
15°N, 130°–150°E), with the ENSO Modoki index of SSTA(A) - (SST(B) + SST(C)) / 2, in
which A is 165°E–140°W, 10°S–10°N, B is 110°–70°W, 15°S–5°N, and C is 125°–145°E,
10°S–20°N, with the BFA indices in June from previous studies, i.e., the Early Baiu (YT14),
Western Baiu (YT11), Central Baiu (YT11) and the index for the South China Sea summer
monsoon (SCS-SM) onset day defined by Wang et al. (2004), which has been extended to
2014 using the ERA-Interim dataset. The bold numbers indicate correlation coefficients that
are statistically significant at the 95% level.
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Fig. 1
Climatological (1979–2014, 36 years) monthly mean distributions of horizontal
temperature advection at 500 hPa (contour; K day-1) and vertical p-velocity at 700 hPa (ω700;
color; hPa day-1) in (a) April, (b) May, and (c) June. The contour interval is 0.5 K day-1, and
the dotted contours indicate negative values. Warm (cold) colors indicate ascent (descent).
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Fig. 2
Climatological (1979–2014, 36 years) monthly mean distributions of the precipitation
rate (shade; mm day-1) and vertically (1,000–300 hPa) integrated water vapor flux (WVF)
(vector; kg m-1 s-1) in (a) May and (b) June. The scales of the shading and vectors are at the
bottom of each panel. Contours in (a) and (b) indicate the standard deviation of interannual
precipitation rate variation with intervals of 2 mm day-1. The zero contour is omitted for
brevity. The thick solid contours in (a) and (b) indicate 5 mm day-1 in the climatological
monthly mean precipitation rate, which identify the BF near Japan. The differences in
precipitation rate (contour) and WVF (vector) between (a) and (b) (i.e., (b)–(a)) are shown in
(c). The contour interval is 2 mm day-1, and the dotted contours denote negative values. The
zero contour is omitted for brevity. The scale vector is placed at the bottom. The rectangles in
(a) and (b), i.e., 20°–42.5°N, 125°–145°E, is set to capture the center of the BF near Japan,
where the climatological monthly mean of the precipitation rate and the interannual variation
standard deviation are large.
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Fig. 3
A time–latitude cross section of the climatological (1979–2014, 36 years) mean
precipitation rate averaged from 125°E to 145°E (shade; mm day-1) and the interannual
standard deviation (contour; mm day-1) estimated from the pentad mean data. The shading
scale is at the right and the contour interval is 1 mm day-1. The contours at 5 mm day-1 for the
mean precipitation rate are drawn as thick solid lines to highlight the latitudinal width of BF.
Three vertical thin lines are drawn as borders between the months of April, May, June, and
July.
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Fig. 4
Dendrogram of the cluster height for the pentad means in the precipitation rate from P27
(May 13) to P35 (June 22) in the rectangle region shown in Figs. 2a–b. The cluster heights are
estimated based on of the similarity between interannual variations of the pentad means, in
which a simple three-pentad running mean was applied to eliminate components with
synoptic and smaller scales. The time period from P27 (May 13) to P35 (June 22) is divided
in two, i.e., P27–30 (May 13–28) and P31–35 (June 2–22).
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Fig. 5
(a) A normalized time series of precipitation rates in the rectangle region shown in Figs.
2a–b and (b and c) their power spectral densities. Only data in the areas that cover the 5 mm
day-1 or more for the mean and 2 mm day-1 or more for the standard deviation in the rectangle
region were averaged. The solid line values in (a) were estimated from the mean precipitation
rate for P27–30 (May 13–28) (referred to as IDX1), whereas those for the broken line in (a)
were from the precipitation rate for P31–35 (June 2–22) (referred to as IDX2). In (b and c),
the dashed line indicates statistical significance at the 95% level for the power spectral
densities, which were estimated from the red noise spectrum based on a first-order
autoregression.
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Fig. 6
Anomalies for precipitation rate (contour; mm day-1) and vertically (1,000–300 hPa)
integrated water vapor flux (WVF) (vector; kg m-1 s-1) estimated from the regression
coefficients based on IDX1 (a) and IDX2 (b) in Fig. 5a. In both (a) and (b), the contour
interval is 1.0 mm day-1 and dashed contours indicate negative anomalies. Dark (light) shaded
regions are statistically significant at the 95% level, which are determined from the positive
(negative) correlation coefficients for IDX1 (a) or IDX2 (b) (±0.34, in which the degree of
freedom (d.f.) was estimated as 34). The scale vector is at the bottom right of each panel, and
vectors smaller than 1/20 of the scale vector are omitted for brevity.
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Fig. 7
Sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs) estimated from the regression coefficients
between the preceding winter (DJF) mean SST and IDX1 (a) or IDX2 (b). In both (a) and (b),
the contour interval is 0.1 K and the dashed contours indicate negative anomalies. Dark (light)
shaded regions are statistically significant at the 95% level, which are determined from the
positive (negative) correlation coefficients with IDX1 (a) or IDX2 (b) (±0.34; d.f. = 34).
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Fig. 8
Time–latitude cross sections of the precipitation rate (contour; mm day-1) and vertically
(1,000–300 hPa) integrated water vapor flux (WVF) (vector; kg m-1 s-1) averaged from 125°E
to 145°E for approximately three months from mid-April to mid-July for (a) positive and (b)
negative years in IDX1 in Fig. 5a. The values were estimated from the averages of positive
and negative years in the IDX1. The contour interval is 1 mm day-1, and the scale vector is at
the bottom right. Thick solid contours indicate 5 mm day-1, and highlight the meridional range
of the Baiu front (BF) and the northern edge of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)
from 125°E to 145°E. The differences (i.e., (a) - (b)) are shown in (c). In (c), the solid
(dashed) contours denote the positive (negative) values with intervals of 1 mm day-1 without
the zero contours. The scale vector is at the bottom right.
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Fig. 9
Spatiotemporal development of the anomalous circulations that activate the Baiu frontal
activity in May (BFA-M). The time period is from P25 to P28, i.e., (a) P25 (May 3), (b) P26
(May 8), (c) P27 (May 13), and (d) P28 (May 18). A (1, 2, 1)/4 weighted three-pentad mean
was used to smooth out the high-frequency components with periods of less than 15 days.
Contours indicate precipitation rate anomalies (mm day-1) with intervals of 1.0 mm day-1.
Dashed contours indicate regions with negative anomalies. Vectors denote the vertically
(1,000–300 hPa) integrated water vapor flux (WVF) (kg m-1 s-1), and the scale vector is at the
bottom right of panel (d) and applies to panels (a–d). Vectors smaller than 1/20 (10 kg m-1 s-1)
of the scale vector are omitted for brevity. These anomalies were estimated from the
regression coefficients based on IDX1 in Fig. 5a for each three-pentad mean data. Shaded
regions are statistically significant at the 95% level and are obtained from the correlation
coefficients between IDX1 and the precipitation rate anomalies.
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Similar to Fig. 9 but for the decaying period of the anomalous circulations that control
923 the Baiu frontal activity in May (BFA-M) between P29 and P32, i.e., (a) P29 (May 23), (b)
924 P30 (May 28), (c) P31 (June 2), and (d) P32 (June 7).
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Fig. 11
Time–longitude cross sections of (a) precipitation rate (shade; mm day-1) and U850
(contour; m s-1) anomalies and of (b) band-pass filtered (with an intraseasonal period range of
30–60 days) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) (shade; W m-2) and ω700 (contour; hPa day1
) anomalies for April to June in the equatorial region (10°S–10°N), which were estimated
from the mean of all positive cases in IDX1 (Fig. 5a). Negative anomalies were reproduced
with opposite signs. In (a), the shading scale for the precipitation rate anomalies is at the
bottom. The contour interval is 0.2 m s-1 for U850, and the solid (dashed) contours indicate
the positive (negative) anomalies, in which the thick solid contours denote 0 m s-1. In (b), the
shading scale for OLR is at the bottom, in which the negative values with warm colors
indicate stronger-than-usual convective activity. For the ω700 anomaly, the contour interval is
1.0 hPa day-1 and the solid (dashed) contours denote anomalous downward (upward) motions.
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Fig. 12
Band-pass filtered anomalies of OLR (contour; W m-2) and vertically (1,000–300 hPa)
integrated WVF (vector; kg m-1 s-1) focusing on the intraseasonal time scale of 30–60 days.
The distributions were estimated using the regression coefficients based on IDX1 (Fig. 5a).
The pentads were set to be (a) P25 (May 3), (b) P26 (May 8), (c) P27 (May 13), (d) P28 (May
18), (e) P29 (May 23), and (f) P30 (May 28) to focus on the lifetime of CCBM (Figs. 9 and
10). The contour interval is 1 W m-2, and the dashed (solid) contours exhibit the regions with
negative (positive) OLR anomalies indicating stronger-than-usual (weaker-than-usual)
convection. The areas with negative OLR anomalies less than -1 W m-2 are shaded. The
contours of zero are omitted. The scale vector is at the bottom right of each panel. Vectors
smaller than 1/20 the size of the scale vector are not drawn for brevity.
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Fig. 13
(a) Lagged regression coefficients of the precipitation rate (contour; mm day-1) and
vertically (1,000–300 hPa) integrated water vapor flux (WVF) (vector; kg m-1 s-1) in June, i.e.,
P31–35 (May 31–June 24) estimated from IDX1 in May. (b) The counterpart in May, i.e.,
P27–30 (May 11–30) estimated from the Western Baiu index in June (YT11’s Fig. 3a). The
contour interval is 0.5 mm day-1 and the solid (dashed) contours indicate regions with
(positive) negative precipitation rate anomalies. The scale vector is at the bottom right of each
panel. Vectors smaller than 1/20 of the scale vector are omitted for brevity. Shading indicates
regions that are statistically significant at the 95% level, which were estimated from the
lagged correlation with precipitation rate anomalies, i.e., ±0.34 (d.f. = 34) in (a) and ±0.38 (d.f.
= 27) in (b), whose scale is at the bottom of each panel.
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Fig. 14
(a) Lagged regression coefficients of precipitation rate (contour; mm day-1) and vertically
(1,000–300 hPa) integrated water vapor flux (WVF) (vector; kg m-1 s-1) in May estimated
from the IDX2 of June (Fig. 5a). (b) Like those in May estimated from the Central Baiu index
of June (Fig. 3b of YT11). The contour interval is 0.25 mm day-1, and the solid (dashed)
contours indicate regions with (positive) negative values. The scale vector is at the bottom
right of each panel. Vectors smaller than 1/20 of the scale vector are omitted for brevity.
Shading indicates regions that are statistically significant at the 95% level, which were
estimated from the lagged correlation with precipitation rate, i.e., ±0.34 (d.f. = 34) in (a) and
±0.38 (d.f. = 27) in (b), whose scale is at the bottom of each panel.
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Fig. 15
(a) Anomalies of sea surface temperature (SST) (contour; K) and of water vapor flux
(WVF) in the planetary boundary layer (vector; 1,000–850 hPa; kg m-1 s-1) in boreal spring
(March, April, and May), which were estimated from the differences between the positive and
negative means (positive–negative) for cases exceeding |±0.5σ| the biennial IDX1. The
contour interval is 0.15 K, and dashed contours indicate regions with negative SSTAs.
Shading denotes regions that are statistically significant at the 90% level, which were
estimated from Weltch's two tailed t-test for the difference between the two SSTA means. The
shading scale and scale vector are at the bottom of (a). Panel (b) is similar to (a), but
represents the anomalous environment in the free atmosphere over the planetary boundary
layer, i.e., the vertical difference in zonal wind between 700 and 300 hPa (contour; U300 U700; m s-1), and the upper tropospheric horizontal wind at 300 hPa (vector; UV300; m s-1),
in which vectors smaller than 1/20 of the scale vector are omitted for brevity. Statistical
significance was tested with methods similar to (a), but were based on the vertical difference
in the zonal winds.
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